
I belong because…I like to help people like my friends or people in need like 
homeless people. I like to participate in summer camp and in school. I believe in 
myself and I believe in others. I can challenge myself to do things I think I can’t 
do. Whenever I feel stressed and mad I go to a trusted adult like my parents or a 
counselor in summer camp. 

I believe we can help the earth by thinking green and not littering, recycling and 
trying not to take many flowers and plants from the ground. Because bees or 
pollinators take pollen and that helps flowers grow. I don’t like using plastic 
bottles because that can cause pollution and kill sea animals. I believe if we 
reuse or just don’t use plastic bottles we can help animals that are endangered 
because, It will help their habitat and they won’t choke on the plastic. I believe 
that if we don’t help the world now the world will be dead by 2050. I believe that I 
can help the world by reducing and recycling plastic bottles and other plastic 
products. 

I belong because I believe in working together and helping each other. I am nice 
to animals and people. I work hard at school camp and in my house. I like 
helping my mom do stuff around the house, for example washing the dishes, 
Doing laundry, and picking up toys and other household items. I belong because 
I believe cutting trees and ruining the environment is bad and harmful to animals, 
us people and the environment. 

I belong because I know that hurting others and animals is bad. I belong because 
I believe that the world is important to animals and to us. If we didn’t have the 
world we wouldn’t be alive right now and you wouldn’t be where you are right 
now. I belong because I believe that if we all think about our surroundings and 
our environment we can keep the world alive and healthy and keep ourselves 
and animals healthy too. Think green everybody. 


